
FAIRsharing latest: Ontologising the landscape and making resources more FAIR

• FAIRsharing (https://www.fairsharing.org) is a cross-discipline, manually curated, searchable web 
portal that monitors the development and evolution of standards across all scientific disciplines, and 
inter-relates them to the databases/repositories that use them and the data policies that endorse their 
use

• FAIRsharing houses a manually curated record of structured metadata for each resource, linked to 
other resources and organisations

• Records are given a citable DOI and can be accessed via the web interface or programmatically via a 
RESTful API (designed and documented with SWAGGER)

Here, we describe the latest developments of the platform in providing services to third-party web 
applications and supporting semantically-enriched tagging mechanisms.

What is FAIRsharing?

Collection/recommendation widget: table panel

The records belonging to a collection or a recommendation can be visualized either in tabular format or 
as a connectivity network in a graph. Records in the graph and table can be filtered on the basis of 
record type and annotation tags. This graph is available on the FAIRsharing website and as an open 
source embeddable widget that allows the visualization of a collection or recommendation on a third-
party website.
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Making Resources FAIR: Embeddable visualisation widget

Collection/recommendation widget: graph panel

Conclusions
• FAIRsharing guides consumers, accelerating the discovery, selection and use of relevant repositories, 

standards and data policies, with confidence.
• FAIRsharing increases producer satisfaction, in terms of visibility, reuse, adoption and citation of their 

resources.
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D = resource has been deprecated

R = resource is ready for use

Subject Ontology (SRAO) Domain Ontology (DRAO)

A window with additional details 
will appear when hovering over a 

tag

Editing the ontology terms associated with a record

Ontologies in practice: Every record is composed of over 40 metadata fields, 4 of which are ontology fields. 
Resource subject and domain are captured via our Domain (DRAO) and Subject (SRAO) application ontologies, 
alongside user-defined tags which are still free-text. These are periodically reviewed to update the ontologies.

We have developed two application ontologies to describe two application ontologies that can be used to
annotate the knowledge domains and scientific disciplines (also called subjects) that each resource in
FAIRsharing relates to. These application ontologies reuse and incorporate existing ontologies such as EDAM,
OBI and others. The system supports query expansion, when these terms are selected by the user in a search.

As the user types in the input 
field, terms matching the text 

are pulled from the server 
and populate the table

This tag is already present and cannot be selected 

When a tag is selected it is inserted in the 
appropriate box among the three above.

This window appears when hovering over a tag. It includes a 
brief definition of the tag and any synonyms and links to 

other ontologies.

A new user-defined tag 
will be created if the user 

presses ENTER

FAIRsharing is working with a number of groups to expose the metadata information in FAIRsharing to 
allow the measuring of FAIRness. These include the:
• FAIR metrics WG (FAIRmetrics.org) to serve as a:

• Registry to describe digital assets, such as databases/repositories, standards, policies, 
enhancing their discoverability (schema.org) and citability (DOIs)

• Look up service for identifier schemas and standards (phase 1: now) 
• Validation service against metadata standards (phase 2: planned)

• NIH Data Commons to work on:
• Finding and citing FAIR objects
• FAIR assessment
• FAIR insignnia
• Training materials on FAIR

Measuring FAIRness: working with the community
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